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Abstract

In a functional logic language, especially in a constraint functional logic language, often the topmost
constructor is known which an expression should be evaluated to. E.g. in a guarded expression b ! e,
b should only be evaluated to true. Evaluating b to false would only waste resources and risk to run
into an in nite computation. Hence, some kind of result directed computation can be used to reduce
the search space by cutting uninteresting computations. One possibility to achieve this result direction
is to integrate it into the abstract machine which is the basis for the runtime system. Here, we show
how to achieve result directed computation by means of a program transformation. A runtime system
without special facilities for result directed computing can be used to run the transformed programs.
Thus, runtime overhead for result directed computing is avoided.

1 Introduction

During the last years, many proposals for combining the functional and logic programming paradigms have
been made [BL86,DL86]. In particular, so called functional logic languages [Re85] retain functional syntax
but use narrowing as operational semantics. Narrowing is a uni cation based parameter passing mechanism
which subsumes rewriting and SLD resolution.
There are also several works aiming at the ecient implementation of logic + functional languages
by means of abstract machines supporting combinations of functional and logic programming capabilities
[BBCMMS89,BCGMP89,Ha90,KLMR90,MKLR90,Mu90,Lo91].
In the following, we will concentrate on the functional logic language Babel [MR88] [MR92]. One feature
of Babel which is of special relevance to this paper is that boolean functions may, besides the value true,
also return the value false. In particular, the rules for the prede ned functions ^,_,:,= consider the two
truth-values, both as arguments and as results. This provides more exibility, allowing the user to write
clearer and more concise programs in many cases. This increase in the expressivity of boolean functions may
have a signi cant computational cost if only one value contributes to a successful computation, but we do
not avoid computations, which produce the other value.
In [KLMR92b], a new operational semantics for Babel and an implementation for it were proposed. The
main idea is to allow disequalities X 6= t as answers. In general, such disequations cannot be replaced by
any equivalent, nite set of equations. The operational semantics combines lazy narrowing with equality
and disequality constraint solving. While solving these constraints, only one result, either true or false, is
interesting. Thus, especially for the ecient implementation of the new operational semantics, it is crucial
to nd mechanisms which avoid useless results.
Of course, result directed computing can be straightforwardly generalized to arbitrary (constructed)
data structures. Now, only computations are interesting, where the result starts with some desired topmost
constructor.
One possibility to achieve result directed computing is to integrate it into the abstract machine which is
the basis for the runtime system. One step in this direction is the tag mechanism included in the abstract
operational semantics, presented in [KLMR92b].
In the present paper, we show two program transformations which ensure that the transformed program
runs result directed on the existing narrowing machines. This approach avoids runtime overhead for result
directed computing. The idea is to replace a rule by a set of specialized versions of it. These specialized
versions are generated by using the information about the desired result in order to apply partial evaluation
techniques [BEJ88] to the right hand side of the rule.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the syntax and semantics of Babel.
In Section 3, we present the mentioned program transformations. Section 4 contains some experimental
results. A conclusion is found in Section 5.

2 Babel

The language Babel integrates functional and logic programming in a exible and mathematically wellfounded way. It is based on a constructor discipline and uses narrowing as evaluation mechanism [Re85].
Babel has a polymorphic type system, similar to that of [Mi78]. First, we will only use the rst order fragment
of Babel. Higher order functions will be discussed later. Also, rather than giving a precise description of the
syntax and semantics of Babel (which can be found in [MR88,MR92,KLMR90,KLMR92]) we will rst show
a small example program and then present some basic concepts:
datatype name := mary j paul j susan j maud j bill j jack j jane j margret j henry j
elizabeth j sam.
datatype bool := true j false.
datatype list := nil j cons (list ).
fun father: name ! name.
fun mother: name ! name.
fun male: name ! bool.
father mary := bill.
mother mary := maud.
male mary := false.
father paul := bill.
mother paul := maud.
male maud := false.
father maud := henry.
mother maud := margret.
male bill := true.
father bill := sam.
mother bill := elizabeth.
male jack := true.
father jack := henry.
mother jack := margret.
male jane := false.
father jane := sam.
mother jane := elizabeth.
male susan := false.
father susan := jack.
mother susan := jane.
...
fun parents: list name ! list name.
parents [ ] := [ ].
parents [X j L] := [mother X, father X j parents L].
fun disjoint: list ! list ! bool.
disjoint [ ] L := true.
disjoint [X j Xs ] L := :(member X L) ^ disjoint Xs L.
fun member: ! list ! bool.
member X [ ] := false.
member X [Y j L] := X = Y ! true 2 member X L.
fun m cousin: name ! name ! bool.
m cousin X Y := male Y ^ disjoint (parents [X]) (parents [Y ])
^ :(disjoint (parents (parents [X])) (parents (parents [Y ]))).

A Babel program consists of a sequence of datatype de nitions and a sequence of function de nitions. The
program can be queried with a goal expression. For example, a valid query for the previous program can be
solve m cousin susan X ! true.
which would bind X to a male cousin of susan and return true. Remark that member, disjoint and m cousin
may deliver the results true or false, and that m cousin makes use of both results for disjoint.
A datatype de nition introduces a new ranked type constructor (e.g. name, bool (both of arity 0), list
(of arity 1)) and a sequence of data constructors (separated by j). If an n-ary type constructor (n  0)
is applied to n argument types (including function types of the form  !  0 and type variables ( ; ; . . .)
representing any valid type) the resulting type expression is a valid type, e.g. \list name" and \list ". Such
a type is called constructed type. A consistent replacement of type variables in a polymorphic type (i.e. a
type including type variables) by other types yields an instance of the polymorphic type.
A data constructor is an uninterpreted function mapping an instance of its argument type (given behind
the name of the constructor) to the corresponding instance of the type on the left hand side of the datatype
de nition. For example, the most general type of \cons" is cons: ! (list ) ! (list ). But \cons"
may also be applied to arguments which have a more speci c type (i.e. an instance of the argument type),
e.g. (cons mary nil) is of type \list name" ( is replaced by name).
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A Prolog-like syntax for lists is allowed, i.e. [e j e0 ] is equivalent to (cons e e0), [e; e0 ] represents (cons e
(cons e0 nil)) and [ ] is the empty list \nil".
For each function, its type and a sequence of de ning rules are speci ed. A rule for a function f has the
form
e
. . .tm} := f| b{z!g}
|{z}
|f t1 {z
left hand side optional guard body
|
{z
}
right hand side
where t1,. . .,tn are terms, b is a boolean expression, and e is an arbitrary expression. A term is either a
(logical) variable (denoted by an identi er beginning with a capital letter) or an application of an n-ary data
constructor (n  0) to n argument terms. An expression has the form:
e ::= t
% term
j (c e1 . . .en )
% application of a n-ary data constructor c (n  0)
j (f e1 . . .en )
% application of a n-ary function f (n  0)
j (b ! e)
% guarded expression, meaning \if b then e else unde ned"
j (b ! e1 2 e2 )
% conditional expression, meaning \if b then e1 else e2 "
All expressions have to be well typed. For an application this means that the types of the arguments have to
be (consistent) instances of the argument type of the function. Parentheses can be omitted, if the structure
of an expression is clear.
Babel functions are functions in the mathematical sense, i.e. for each tuple of (ground) arguments, there
is only one result. This is ensured by syntactic restrictions for the rules:
 Only the guard (not the body) may contain free variables, i.e. variables not occurring on the left hand
side.
 For two di erent rules for the same function, at least one of the following holds:
{ their left hand sides are not uni able,
{ their bodies are syntactically identical (after applying the most general uni er  of the left hand
sides), or
{ their guards are incompatible.
Incompatibility [KLMR92] is a decidable property of two boolean expressions b and b0 , guaranteeing that
(b  ^ b0 ) cannot be reduced to true. In order to simplify the translation of Babel, no variable may occur
more than once on the left hand side (left linearity). The type bool is prede ned in Babel. Moreover, several
basic (in x and mix x) operations like equality (=), conjunction (^), disjunction (_), negation (:), ( ! )
(guarded expression), ( ! 2 ) (conditional expression), and so on are prede ned, e.g.
(true ! X) := X.
(true ! X 2 Y ) := X.
(false ! X 2 Y ) := Y .

2.1 Narrowing Semantics

Here, we will present an operational semantics of Babel based on narrowing. To use narrowing as the
operational semantics of (syntactically) functional languages was rst proposed by Reddy [Re85]. Another,
more expressive, semantics combining narrowing and constraint solving can be found in [KLMR92b].
Let e  f e1 . . .en be an expression and let f t1 . . .tn := e0 be a variant of a rule sharing no variables
with e. Moreover, let    be the most general uni er of e and (f t1 . . .tn), i.e. the minimal substitution (of
variables by expressions), such that e is syntactically identical to (f t1 . . .tn ). Then, e can be narrowed (in
one step) to e00  e0  with answer substitution  (denoted by e ) e00 ). Moreover, if for some i (1  i  n)
ei ) e0i , then
(f e1 . . .ei . . .en ) ) (f e1  . . .e0i . . .e1 )
(c e1 . . .ei . . .en ) ) (c e1  . . .e0i . . .e1 )
where f is an n-ary de ned function and c is an n-ary constructor.
If, after several steps, an expression e is narrowed to a term t, we speak of a computation for the goal
e with result t and answer , where  is the composition of the answer substitutions of all the individual
steps. If e cannot be narrowed further, but it is not a term, then the computation fails. The machine will
backtrack in such a situation. The rules are tried in their textual order.
In the present paper, we consider a lazy narrowing strategy. For an easy de nition of lazy narrowing, it
is convenient to assume a special class of programs, so-called uniform Babel programs [MKLR90]. In such
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programs, all the left hand sides of the rules for a given function have the same simple shape. If f t1 . . .tn := e
and f s1 . . .sn := e0 are two rules for the function f, then for each argument position i = 1; . . .; n, ti and
si are either both variables or both applications of a constructor to (zero or more) variables (!). In the
latter case, we say that f demands the i-th argument. Using the lazy narrowing strategy, the arguments of
a function f may only be narrowed, if they are demanded by f. An automatic transformation of general
Babel programs to uniform programs is described in [MKLR90].
Alternatively, an innermost (eager) narrowing strategy [KLMR90] can be considered, where all arguments
of a function have to be narrowed before a rule for the function can be applied. Most of the results, presented
in the sequel, also hold for innermost narrowing and many other narrowing strategies (e.g. parallel narrowing
strategies).
The goal (member X L) in the cousin example can be (lazily) narrowed as follows:
1.solution: member X L
)fL=[ ]g
false
2.solution: member X L
)fL=[Y jL ]g
X = Y ! true 2 member X L0 )fY=X g
true ! true 2 member X L0
)f g
true
3.solution: . . .
The second solution consists of the result true and the answer fL=[X j L0 ]g.
A precise de nition of the operational semantics of Babel appears in [MR92]. This paper also contains
the declarative semantics as well as correctness and completeness results.
0

3 The Program Transformation

In order to reach a result oriented computation, we will use two (alternative) program transformations, T1
and T2 . First, we will describe T1 .
All the rules of a function f with type 1 ! . . . ! n !  are transformed using the following scheme:
ruletrans
 (f t1 . . .tn := e):=
ffany t1 . . .tn := E (e; any )g
if  is a type variable
ffc t1 . . .tn := E (e; c) j c 2 P(e) [ fany g; P(e) 6= ;g otherwise
The new functions fc introduced by ruletrans deliver the same result as f (for the same arguments) as long as
this result has c as the topmost constructor. Otherwise, fc is unde ned. ruletrans uses the scheme E for the
translation of expressions. E (e; c) transforms e in such a way that it may only deliver a result with topmost
constructor c or fail. c = any means that arbitrary results are possible. P(e) (de ned below) approximates
the set of possible topmost constructors of the result of e. Note that even for fany , which may produce
arbitrary results, we achieve result directed computing in the right hand side. If the result of a function has
a type variable as type, we renounce result directed computing, since we would have to generate a new rule
for each constructor in the program. Moreover, result direction usually does not gain much in this case.
In order to improve the readability, we here present a simpli ed version of the E scheme. A more
sophisticated variant can be found in the appendix. It simpli es the program using the information that the
result has to start with the topmost constructor c. In particular, it simpli es the produced expression, if it
is known that a subexpression will always fail, e.g. E (b; any ) ! E (e1 ; c)2E (e2; c) is simpli ed to E (b; true ) !
E (e1; c), if it can be inferred that e2 cannot produce a result starting with the desired topmost constructor c.
This can be further simpli ed to fail (a nullary function without rules), if it is sure that b cannot produce
the result true.
E (e; c):= fail
if c 62 P(e) [ fany g
If the above failure rule cannot be applied, one of the following de nitions will be used.
E (f e1 . . .en ; c):= fc E (e1 ; c1) . . . E (en ; cn)
n0
8 0
< ci ; if every rule f t1 . . .tn := e with c 2 P(e) [ fany g
where ci := :
has c0i as the topmost constructor of ti
(1  i  n)
any ; otherwise

E (c0 e1 . . .en ; c) := c0 E (e1; any ) . . . E (en; any ), if c = c0 or c = any , n  0
E (b ! e1 ; c):= E (b; true) ! E (e1 ; c)
E (b ! e1 2 e2 ; c):= E (b; any ) ! E (e1 ; c) 2 E (e2 ; c)
4

8
< E (e1; c0) = E (e2; c0 );
E (e1 = e2 ; c) := : fail ;
E (e1; any ) = E (e2; any );

1 ; true )  E (b2 ; true );
E (b1 _ b2; c) := EE (b
(b1 ; c) _ E (b2 ; c);

E (b2; false );
1 ; false )
E (b1 ^ b2; c) := EE (b
(b1 ; c) ^ E (b2 ; c);

E (:b1; c) := :E (b1; c),
E (X; c) := X

if P(e1) \ P(e2 ) = fc0 g; c = true
if P(e1) \ P(e2 ) = ;; c = true
otherwise
if c = true
otherwise
if c = false
otherwise
8
< true ; if c = false
where c := : false ; if c = true
any ; if c = any

Rules which are never used can be omitted. The auxiliary operations  and are prede ned by the rules:
X  Y := X ! true
X Y := : X ! false
X  Y := Y ! true
X Y := : Y ! false
Note that the transformation does not change variables. Hence, the result of a result directed computation
is either a logical variable, or an expression starting with the desired constructor, or a failure. A more
sophisticated handling of variables is described in Subsection 3.1.
P(e) approximates (subsumes) the set of constructors, which can be the topmost constructors of the result
after evaluating e. P is de ned by recursion over the structure of the argument expression. Since a program
typically contains recursive and mutually recursive de nitions, a least xed point has to be computed in
order to de ne P. As usual, this least xed point is computed iteratively. The termination of this iteration
is ensured by the fact that there are only nitely many constructors in the program.
P0(e) := ;
for all expressions e
For i  0, we de ne:

S
Pi+1 (f e1 . . .en) :=
Pi(e)
e2prhs(f )
where prhs (f) denotes the set of right hand sides of those rules f t1 . . .tn := e
for f with Pi+1(tj ) \ Pi+1 (ej ) 6= ; for all j = 1; . . .; n.
Pi+1 (c e1 . . .en ) := fcg

Pi+1 (e1 ); if true 2 Pi+1(b)
Pi+1 (b ! e1 ) :=
;;
otherwise
8
if Pi+1 (b) = ftrue ; false g
>
+1 (e1 ) [ Pi+1 (e2 )
>
< PPii+1
(e
if
Pi+1 (b) = ftrue g
1)
Pi+1 (b ! e1 2e2 ) := > P (e )
if
P
i
+1 2
i+1 (b) = ffalse g
:;
if Pi+1 (b) = ;
Pi+1 (X) :=
fc j c constructs a term of the type of X g
If the type of X is a type variable, Pi+1 (X) will be the set of all constructors.
8
if Pi+1(e1 ) = ; or Pi+1 (e2 ) = ;
>
< f;false g
if
Pi+1(e1 ) \ Pi+1(e2 ) = ;;
Pi+1 (e1 = e2 ) := >
Pi+1 (e1 ) 6= ;; Pi+1 (e2 ) 6= ;
>
: ftrue ; false g otherwise
Pi+1 (b1 _ b2 ) := ((Pi+1 (b1) [ Pi+1 (b2)) \ ftrue g) [ (Pi+1 (b1 ) \ Pi+1(b2 ) \ ffalse g)
Pi+1 (b1 ^ b2 ) := ((Pi+1 (b1) [ Pi+1 (b2)) \ ffalse g) [ (Pi+1 (b1 ) \ Pi+1(b2 ) \ ftrue g)
Pi+1 (:b) := fc j c 2 Pi+1 (b)g
P(e) := Pk (e),
5

where k := minfj j j > 0; (8e 2 RHS ) Pj (e) = Pj 1(e)g
and RHS is the set of right hand sides of all the rules in the considered program.
In order to use a transformed program, a goal e must be replaced by E (e; any ).

3.1 Transforming Variables

An alternative treatment of variables could be:

X = (c X1 . . .Xn ) ! X; if c 6= any ; and X1 ; . . .; Xn are \new" variables
E (X; c) := X;
if c = any

This would avoid logical variables as results of result directed computations, but in most cases, it would
not gain anything, since the same binding would be introduced later while unifying the goal with the head
of a rule. This expected uni cation is the reason that we are allowed to look for the considered topmost
constructor.
Another possibility is to substitute X by (c X1 . . .Xn ) in the whole rule. Thus, we propagate the
discovered restriction on the variable X to all its occurrences in the rule. In many cases this contributes to a
further reduction of the number of computations. Unfortunately, this substitution cannot be safely applied
in all cases. The following example reveals the problem. Consider the expression e^
e^  p X ! f X 2 g (h1 X) (h2 X)
and suppose that f forces X to be of the form (c Y ). The problem is that (p X) may evaluate to false.
That means that, instead of (f X), we have to evaluate (g (h1 X) (h2 X)), which may produce a di erent
binding for X.
If, on the other hand, p forces X to be of the form (c Y ), we can safely substitute X by (c Y ) in the
whole rule, since ( ! 2 ) demands its rst argument and hence the evaluation of (p X) cannot be avoided.
In order to make precise when the substitution can be applied, we need the notions of demanded variables
of an expression and demanded arguments of a function. We borrow these notion from [HLW92], where
demandedness information is used for deriving improved lazy narrowing strategies. Informally, a variable X
is demanded by an expression e if X  e, or if e  (f e1 . . .en ) and X is demanded by some ei (1  i  n)
and f demands its i-th argument, i.e. all the rules for f demand the i-th argument. A rule f t1 . . .tn := e0
demands the i-th argument, if ti is not a variable or if ti is a demanded variable of e0 . A formal de nition of
these notions, given in terms of the least xed point of a set of mutually recursive equations, can be found
in [HLW92].
If we now encounter E (X; c) (where c(6= any ) is an n-ary constructor, n  0), while transforming a rule,
and the variable X is demanded by the right hand side of this rule, then we substitute X by (c X1 . . .Xn )
in the (partially transformed) rule (where X1 ; . . .; Xn are new variables).
If the variable X is not demanded by the right hand side rhs, one can decompose rhs by introducing
a new auxiliary function h and replacing the maximal subexpression e~ of rhs such that e~ demands X by a
call to h. h will have all variables occurring in e~ as parameters. Suppose that, in the above example, h1
requires X to have the form (d X1 X2 ) and that g demands its rst argument. Then, e^ can be replaced by
(p X ! f X 2 h X) where h is de ned by the rule:
h (d X1 X2 ) := g (h1 (d X1 X2 )) (h2 (d X1 X2 ))

3.2 An Example

If the example program of Section 2 is transformed using T1 , we get the program shown below. For simplicity,
type declarations and some useless rules are omitted. Instead of indexing function symbols by any , we use
the original symbols.
father mary := bill.
father paul := bill.

...

mother mary := maud.
mother paul := maud.

...

parents [ ] :=
parents [X j L] :=

malef mary := false.
malef maud := false.

...

[ ].
[mother X, father X j parents L].

parentscons [X j L] := [mother X, father X j parents L].
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malet bill := true.
malet jack := true.

...

disjointt [ ] L :=
true.
disjointt [X j Xs ] L := :(memberf X L) ^ disjointt Xs L.
disjointf [X j Xs ] L := :(membert X L)

disjointf Xs L.

membert X [Y j L] := X = Y ! true 2 membert X L.
memberf X [ ] :=
false.
memberf X [Y j L] := X = Y ! fail 2 memberf X L.
m cousint X Y := malet Y ^ disjointt (parents [X]) (parents [Y ])
^ :(disjointf (parentscons (parents [X]))
(parents (parents [Y ])).
solve m cousint susan X ! true.

The second rule for memberf can be improved using the full set of transformation rules shown in the
appendix:
memberf X [Y j L] := :(X = Y ) ! memberf X L.

3.3 Termination

The following example shows that the transformed program may terminate, while the original program runs
into an in nite computation (type declarations are omitted):

original program:

transformed program:
fooany X := X = 0 ! false.

foo X := falsefct X ^ :(X = 0) ! true.
foo X := X = 0 ! false.
falsefct 0 := false.
falsefct (suc X) := falsefct X.
solve foo X.

solve fooany X.

If we suppose that the rules are tried from top to bottom and a depth rst evaluation strategy is used,
then the original program will run into an in nite computation, since in nitely many narrowings of (falsefct
X) will be tried. Actually, X will be bound to one natural number after the other, but all these bindings
will lead to the undesired value false.
In the transformed program, the rst rule for foo is deleted, since P(falsefct X ^ :(X = 0)) = ffalseg
and hence P(falsefct X ^ :(X = 0) ! true) = ;. Thus, the second rule will be used, binding X to 0 and
delivering the result false.
Thus, we have shown that the transformed program may terminate while the original one does not. On
the other hand, it is clear from the construction that only useless computations are pruned. We only modify
an expression in order to guarantee a speci c topmost constructor of the result, if this was required by
the context. Hence, it is clear that if the original program terminates, then the transformed program also
terminates and delivers the same result.

3.4 Interaction with other Optimizations

Now, we want to examine, how our program transformation interacts with other optimizations which also
aim at reducing the search space, in particular indexing and dynamic cut.
Indexing [Ai91,Wa83] is a well known technique whose purpose is to discard during runtime those rules
for which it is known in advance that uni cation is going to fail. Indexing roughly works as follows. When
a predicate/function is called, some preselected arguments are examined, and a jump to the rst rule will
be performed, where these arguments are uni able with the corresponding arguments in the rule. Babel
implementations also incorporate this feature.
The e ect of indexing is not weakened by our program transformation. On the contrary, since a call to a
function in the original program might have been replaced by a call to a more specialized version with less
rules, there are more possibilities for useful indexing. In addition, if some variable in the left hand side of a
rule is substituted by a term, the chances for indexing are furthermore increased.
Dynamic cut [KLMR92,LW91] is an important optimization incorporated in Babel implementations,
making use of the fact that the rules for a function symbol really de ne a function, that is, di erent rules
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cannot yield di erent values for the same (ground) arguments. Consequently, the following mechanism
(dynamic cut), which discards alternatives for a goal during runtime, is sound: if uni cation and evaluation
of the guard of a given rule have been successful without binding any variable in the goal, then there is
no need to try another rule for the considered function, if a later failure (or a request for another solution)
forces backtracking.
Remark that this later failure may even occur when evaluating the body of the rule being tried. This
may cause an unpleasant interaction of dynamic cut and our program transformation. Assume the following
example program:
f X := X = a ! false .
g X := f X ! true .
f X := loop X ^ :(X = a) ! true .
g X := X = a ! true .
where loop is any function such that (loop a) runs forever. Note that this is a non-ambiguous program.
For the goal (g a), we obtain the result true, if a dynamic cut is used. Applying the rst rule for f to
(f a) (which is called by the rst rule for g) will give the value false. This forces backtracking because the
guard (here (f a)) in a guarded expression needs to be evaluated to true). Since the second rule for f is
discarded by a dynamic cut, the second rule for g is tried, returning the result true.
In this example, the program transformation detects that the call to (f X) in the rst rule for g should
only use those rules for f which can yield the value true, i.e. only the second rule for f. But with this rule
(f a) runs forever.
Of course, it is easy to nd an example where the program transformation behaves better than a dynamic cut. Unfortunately, combining both optimizations does not mean that all in nite computations are
pruned which are eliminated by dynamic cuts alone. In general, a dynamic cut has two faces: detection of
deterministic successful computations, and detection of deterministic failures. The former, as in the case
of indexing, complements its e ect with the program transformation. The latter aspect causes the shown
problems.
Remark that in nite computations due to the interaction of the program transformation and dynamic
cuts only occur, if the original program (without both optimizations) also runs into an in nite computation.
Hence, in most practical applications, the undesired interaction does not occur. Nevertheless, for the sake of
completeness, we still propose a variant of the program transformation for which we can ensure in all cases
a better behaviour than dynamic cut alone: given a rule f t1 . . .tn := b ! e, we generate the additional
new rules
fc t1 . . .tn := E (b; true ) ! fail ,
if c 62 P(b ! e) [ fany g
With this transformation, we still give dynamic cut chances for detecting deterministic failure, but avoid
the evaluation of something which is going to produce a failure. The price to pay is that the pruning e ect
of the transformation is drastically decreased in most cases, and that in nite computations while trying to
evaluate b are no longer avoided.

3.5 A Scheme for Higher Order Functions

Unfortunately, it is hard to extend the presented approach to higher order functions. If a function f is given
as an argument to another function, there is normally no information, which result f has to produce later on
when it is used. In fact, it can be used several times to produce di erent results. Hence in the transformed
program, f has to be replaced by fany , which looses the result direction.
Another program transformation T2 is less ecient for rst order programs, but it is better extendible
to higher order functions and partial applications, since the result direction is added as late as possible.
Unfortunately, it is not applicable to general polymorphic programs, but the types of the arguments of
higher order functions are restricted. Such an argument must not contain a function with a type variable as
result. The reason is that applications with a constructed type as result and other applications are handled
di erently. Without the above restriction, both situations cannot be distinguished.
The transformation T2 transforms each rule as follows:
8
< ff t1 . . .tn dc := E (e; c) j c 2 P(e)g; if the result of f has
a constructed type
ruletrans2(f t1 . . .tn := e) := :
ff t1 . . .tn := eg;
otherwise
where for each constructor c, we assume a new nullary constructor dc . If c is nullary, c itself can be used
instead of dc . The E scheme is modi ed as follows:
8
< f E (e1 ; c1) . . . E (em ; cm ) c0 ; if the result of f e1 . . .em has
a constructed type
m0
E (f e1 . . .em ; c) := :
f E (e1 ; c1) . . . E (em ; cm ); otherwise
8

where every
for f has n  m arguments (note: partial applications are possible)
8 rule
< c0i ; if every rule f t1 . . .tn := e with c 2 P(e) has
c0i as the topmost constructor of ti
and ci := :
(1  i  m)
any ; otherwise

if c 6= any
0
and c := dX;c; otherwise;
where X is a \new" variable
Here, free variables may be inserted into the body of a rule. This violates the restriction on free variables
in the body. The reason for this restriction is that Babel functions have to be functions in the mathematical
sense, i.e. deterministic. The restricted use of variables here for result directed computing does not a ect
this property and hence it is valid.
The rest of the E scheme is not modi ed, but additionally we have to handle the application of an
expression to other expressions. The following de nition will only be used, if no previous de nition applies.
8
< E (e; any ) E (e1 ; any ) . . . E (em ; any ) c0 ; if the result of (e e1 . . .em )
E (e e1 . . .em ; c) := :
has a constructed type
E (e; any ) E (e1 ; any ) . . . E (em ; any ); otherwise

c 6= any
0
where c := dX;c ; ifotherwise;
where X is a \new" variable
Several improvements of this scheme are possible. Here, we only sketch two of them. Rules producing
a result which is never desired can be omitted. Moreover, the additional argument can be omitted, if the
result of a function always starts with the same constructor and the function is never partially applied. Let
us now have a look at an example:

transformed and simpli ed program:
fun check: ( ! bool) ! (list ) ! bool
! bool.
check P [ ] false := false.
check P [X j L] false :=
:(P X false) ! check P L false.
check P [X j L] true :=
P X Y ! true 2 check P L true.

original program:
fun check: ( ! bool) ! (list )
! bool.
check P [ ] := false.
check P [XjL] :=
P X ! true 2 check P L.

For simplicity, we assume that partial applications of constructors and prede ned operations are not
allowed.
As for T1 it also holds for T2 that, if the original program terminates, then the transformed program also
terminates with the same result, but not vice versa.

3.6 Relation to Prolog

In logic languages like Prolog, a function is simulated by a predicate where the \result" is added as an
additional argument. If a non-variable pattern is speci ed for this argument, Prolog will automatically
compute result directed. Unfortunately, there is no distinction between the guard and the body of a rule
in Prolog. This implies that, in general, dynamic cuts due to deterministic computations cannot be used in
Prolog.
On the other hand, it is possible to achieve result directed computing by simulating a Prolog program in
Babel. This can be done by using the mentioned technique replacing n-ary functions by (n + 1)-ary boolean
functions (predicates) [KLMR90]. The right hand side of each rule is transformed into the guard of a new
rule, which has the trivial body true. Using this approach, the additional argument in the goal would in
general be bound during uni cation or while evaluating the guard. Hence, the computation is no longer
deterministic and a dynamic cut cannot be introduced.

4 Experimental Results

It is easy to nd programs where result directed computation does not gain anything. On the other hand,
there are programs (as the foo example), where the transformation may prune an in nite computation. By
replacing the second rule for falsefct in the example by
falsefct (suc X) := X  n ^ falsefct X
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(where  is de ned by the rules 0  X := true and (suc X)  (suc Y ) := X  Y ) programs can be
constructed, where the transformations gain arbitrarily much (depending on n).
An interesting question is, how much a transformation gains for \practical" programs. In order to get
an impression, we have tried some example programs and compared the runtimes of the original and the
transformed programs. The runtimes were measured using an implementation of Babel on a Sun 4 based on
a stack-oriented narrowing machine [Lo91]. This intermediate code interpreter can run in eager and in lazy
mode. We have tried the example programs with both evaluation strategies, eager and lazy narrowing.
Moreover, we have investigated the in uence of other optimizations, like full indexing [Ha92] and dynamic
cuts.
eager narrowing
lazy narrowing
original using using original using using
program T1
T2
program T1
T2
no
sec
12.78
4.78
5.48
16.49
7.25
8.76
optimi- Stack (Bytes) 728356 683424 837432 691464 433208 558320
zation
Trail
1
1
1
11228 8022 8423
choice points
128721 48922 50125 114686 49724 54135
with
sec
8.68
3.36
3.78
7.10
6.16
7.15
indexing Stack (Bytes)
344 51496 53100 240720 235908 240720
Trail
1
1
1
7220
7220 7220
choice points
802
1203
1203
18446 18446 18446
with
sec
10.90
4.32
4.61
13.98
6.35
7.38
dynamic Stack (Bytes)
368
320
336
472
472
476
cut
Trail
1
1
1
6817 4817 6420
choice points
128721 48922 50125 114686 49724 54135
indexing sec
8.91
3.33
3.78
6.90
5.94
6.93
+dyn.
Stack (Bytes)
344
296
300
452
448
452
cut
Trail
1
1
1
4817 4817 4817
choice points
802
1203
1203
18446 18446 18446
Table 1: Statistics of the cousin example (repeated 400 times).
Table 1 shows the runtimes, the maximal sizes of the stack and trail and the overall number of generated choice points for the original and the transformed programs, with and without other optimizations.
Obviously, the presented program transformations improve the runtimes considerably, even when other optimizations are used. In the cousin example, a lot of rules for the male, disjoint, and member functions can be
excluded. Note that especially the male rules with result false cannot be discarded by indexing and dynamic
cuts, but only by result directed computing. The advantage of the transformed programs is decreased by
the fact that \^" is handled by special code, while \ " is handled by prede ned Babel rules. This causes
the transformed programs to generate more choice points and require more stack space. If \ " were also
handled by special code, the programs transformed by T1 would (for all criteria) never be worse than the
original program.

5 Conclusion

We have presented two program transformation schemes for result directed computing in a functional logic
language, T1 is more ecient for rst order programs and T2 is extendible to higher order functions. In
contrast to a direct implementation of result directed computing by modifying the abstract machine, T1
does not cause any runtime overhead. Unfortunately, both transformations may increase the size of the
program. In the worst case, each rule may be replaced by n + 1 rules (T1 ) or n rules (T2 ) respectively,
where n is the number of constructors of the result type of the corresponding function. Since the number
of constructors of a given type is typically small, this will be acceptable in most practical applications. On
the other hand, as for other optimizations, it is perfectly valid, only to transform such expressions and rules,
where the improvement is considerable compared to the increase of the program size. Both transformations
may even be mixed. It is possible to use T1 for functions, which have a constructed result type and which
are never partially applied, and T2 otherwise. Our approach can be generalized to take into account greater
portions of the top of the result, although this is hardly worthwhile.
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A The Full 8Transformation Scheme

< E (b; any ) ! E (e1 ; c) 2 E (e2 ; c); if c 2 P(e1) \ P(e2 )
E (b ! e1 2 e2 ; c) := : E (b; true ) ! E (e1; c);
if c 2 P(e1) P(e2 )
:E (b; false ) ! E (e2 ; c);
if c 2 P(e2) P(e1 )
8
if true 2 P(b1) \ P(b2); c = true
>
1 ; true )  E (b2 ; true );
> EE (b
(b
;
true
);
if true 2 P(b1) P(b2); c = true
>
< E (b12; true );
if true 2 P(b2) P(b1); c = true
E (b1 _ b2; c) := > E (b1; c);
if c 2 P(b1) P(b2); c = false
>
>
E
(b
;
c);
c 2 P(b2) P(b1); c = false
>
: E (b21; c) _ E (b2; c); if (c 2 ifP(b
1 ) \ P(b2 ) and c = false ) or c = any
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8
E (b1; false ) E (b2; false ); if false 2 P(b1) \ P(b2); c = false
>
>
(b1; false );
if false 2 P(b1) P(b2); c = false
>
< EE (b
if
false 2 P(b2) P(b1); c = false
2 ; false );
E (b1 ^ b2; c) := > E (b1; c);
if
c
2 P(b1) P(b2); c = true
>
>
E
(b
;
c);
if
c
P(b1); c = true
2
2)
>
: E (b1; c) ^ E (b2; c); if (c 2 P(b21)P(b
\ P(b2) and c = true ) or c = any
The remaining de nitions are unchanged w.r.t. the simpli ed scheme.
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